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The term cognitive reserve is frequently used to refer to the ubiquitous finding that, during later life, those
higher in experiential resources (e.g., education, knowledge) exhibit higher levels of cognitive function.
This observation may be the result of either experiential resources playing protective roles with respect
to the cognitive declines associated with aging or the persistence of differences in functioning that have
existed since earlier adulthood. These possibilities were examined by applying accelerated longitudinal
structural equation (growth curve) models to 5-year reasoning and speed data from the no-contact control
group (N � 690; age 65–89 years at baseline) of the Advanced Cognitive Training for Independent and
Vital Elderly study. Vocabulary knowledge and years of education, as markers of cognitive reserve, were
related to levels of cognitive functioning but unrelated to rates of cognitive change, both before and after
the (negative) relations between levels and rates were controlled for. These results suggest that cognitive
reserve reflects the persistence of earlier differences in cognitive functioning rather than differential rates
of age-associated cognitive declines.
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One particularly important and long-standing topic within the
social, behavioral, and cognitive sciences concerns the role that the
environment plays with respect to our interactions, behaviors, and
cognitive functioning (Sternberg & Grigorenko, 1997). Levels of
educational attainment and products of educational achievement
such as knowledge and literacy are particularly meaningful indices
of environmental quality that have well-established relations with
cognitive performance throughout the lifespan (Salthouse, 1991).

Much research has focused on childhood development and on
determination of the causal direction of the education–cognition
relation. There is a good deal of evidence to suggest that this

relation is reciprocal during childhood (Ceci, 1996; Crano, Kenny,
& Campbell, 1972; Dickens & Flynn, 2001; cf. Jensen, 1998).
Researchers have also begun to investigate the possibility that
having had an enriched environment during earlier parts of one’s
life may play a protective role with respect to the cognitive deficits
associated with adult aging (Satz, 1993; Stern, 2002). Hypotheses
addressing the late-life education–cognition relation have been
generally referred to as cognitive reserve hypotheses.1 The major
issue that has not yet been resolved with respect to this group of
hypotheses, and is the focus of this article, is whether the late-life
relations between education and cognitive performance reflect (a)
a relation between the quality of earlier life environment and rates
of age-associated cognitive declines or (b) the persistence of
education–cognition relations that have existed since earlier adult-
hood.

Evidence From Prevalence and Incidence Studies of
Dementia

Perhaps the most interesting findings regarding cognitive re-
serve hypotheses were by Snowdon et al. (1996), who found that
linguistic ability among nuns at a mean age of 22 years was

1 The cognitive reserve hypothesis is sometimes distinguished from the
similar brain reserve hypothesis. The brain reserve hypothesis is discussed
in detail by Christensen, Anstey, Leach, and Mackinnon (2008), who
explain that “the hypothesis is that high premorbid intelligence, education,
an active, stimulating lifestyle, or a physically larger brain provide reserve
capacity which protects the individual from the negative effects of aging
and disease on brain function” (p. 135).
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predictive of their cognitive performance and the risk of Alzhei-
mer’s disease approximately 58 years later. A similar study by
Whalley et al. (2000) found that compared with a matched control
group of nondemented individuals, those suffering from dementia
at age 72 years or older had scored significantly lower on mental
ability tests at 11 years of age. These findings have been bolstered
by studies (e.g., The Canadian Study of Health and Aging, 1994)
reporting higher prevalence rates of dementia in lower education
groups. In fact, a meta-analysis of longitudinal studies, conducted
by Valenzuela and Sachdev (2006), found that reserve, as indexed
by variables such as education, occupation, premorbid IQ, and
mental activities, was associated with lower risks for incident
dementia.

Evidence From Longitudinal Studies of Cognitive Change

A number of longitudinal studies have examined the relations
between hypothesized protective factors and actual cognitive
change in both normal and demented adults. Bosma, van Boxtel,
Ponds, Houx, and Jolles (2003), for example, found that in a group
of 708 individuals age 50–80 years, 3-year declines in serial list
recall, Stroop color word, and Mini-Mental State Examination
(MMSE) scores were more shallow for those who reported higher
levels of educational attainment. Lyketsos, Chen, and Anthony
(1999) reported similar findings with respect to a longitudinal
study spanning approximately 12 years. In this study, greater
declines (2.5 points compared with 1.4 points) in MMSE scores
were associated with having 8 or fewer years of education. It is
also notable that baseline scores were systematically associated
with magnitude of decline (a baseline score of 30 was associated
with a 1.23-point decrement, whereas a baseline score of 24 or less
was associated with a 2.3-point decrement). Finally, Manly,
Touradji, Tang, and Stern (2003) used literacy as an index of
quality of education and demonstrated that the rate of decline in
word list recall performance over approximately 5 years was
steeper for low-literacy individuals than for high-literacy individ-
uals. Literacy was also positively associated with higher cognitive
performance at all assessment occasions.

In seeming contradiction to these findings, Andel, Vigen, Mack,
Clark, and Gatz (2006) found that among patients with a confirmed
Alzheimer’s disease diagnosis, higher education was related to
faster declines in MMSE scores over an average of 2.5 years.
Education was positively related to baseline scores. Interestingly,
these results were interpreted to mean that greater reserve is related
not only to the postponement of dementia but also to accelerated
cognitive decline after the onset of dementia symptoms. Similar
results have been found by Stern, Albert, Tang, and Tsai (1999);
Teri, McCurry, Edland, Kukull, and Larson (1995); and Unver-
zagt, Hui, Farlow, Hall, and Hendrie (1998).

Partially contradictory findings have also been reported by
Christensen, Hofer, and their colleagues (Christensen et al. 2001;
Hofer et al., 2002; Mackinnon, Christensen, Hofer, Korten, &
Jorm, 2003), who found evidence for a relation between education
and levels of memory, speed, and verbal performance but no
evidence for a relation between education and 7-year changes in
performance. Moreover, in a series of dynamic longitudinal inves-
tigations, Ghisletta and colleagues (Ghisletta & Lindenberger,
2003, 2004; Ghisletta & de Ribaupierre, 2005) have demonstrated
that changes in culture-based (crystallized or pragmatic; e.g., vo-

cabulary knowledge) abilities are predicted by levels of process
(fluid or mechanic; e.g., processing speed) abilities better than
changes in process abilities are predicted by levels of culture-based
abilities. For a comprehensive review of relevant longitudinal
studies published before 2000, see Anstey and Christensen (2000).

Theories of Cognitive Reserve

A useful standard when comparing theoretical models is to
focus on their conflicting predictions. Among the most salient and
testable predictions, in the case of cognitive reserve models, are
those concerning rates of decline in cognitive performance. Mod-
els predicting moderation explain that high-reserve people are
better able to maintain their levels of performance relative to
low-reserve people, who decline more rapidly, resulting in in-
creased performance differences over time. This prediction is
similar to what has been termed differential preservation with
respect to the mental exercise hypothesis (Salthouse, 2006; Salt-
house, Babcock, Skovronek, Mitchell, & Palmon, 1990). Alterna-
tively, there are models that predict stability of performance differ-
ences. These models explain that although high- and low-reserve
people differ in their levels of cognitive performance, their rates of
decline in performance are comparable. This prediction is similar
to what has been termed preserved differentiation (Salthouse,
2006; Salthouse et al., 1990). Theories of active and passive
cognitive reserve processes are now introduced and evaluated with
respect to their implications for differential preservation versus
preserved differentiation.

Stern (2002) has proposed that cognitive reserve mechanisms
are active processes through which, in response to neurobiological
degradation, the brain actively attempts to compensate by using
either brain networks or cognitive paradigms that are less suscep-
tible to disruption. Such active models would predict that, all else
being equal, more highly educated people, or individuals possess-
ing more knowledge, would be able to postpone reaching clinical
levels of impaired cognitive functioning. Salthouse (2003) has
proposed five possible mechanisms by which this might occur: (a)
Knowledge can enhance memory in the form of richer and more
elaborate encoding and more effective retrieval cues facilitated by
a superior organizational structuring of information; (b) knowl-
edge can result in easier access to relevant information and better
organized representations of the problem, resulting in enhanced
problem solving skills; (c) knowledge of past consequences of
various alternatives can provide an effortless means of making
accurate predictions regarding future consequences; (d) knowledge
can enable reliance on previously compiled efficient algorithms,
rather than on slow and controlled processes; and (e) knowledge of
prior solutions to familiar problems can reduce online processing
requirements. All of these possible mechanisms, however, should
result in differential rates of decline (moderation) only if they are
increasingly relied upon, or if they are of increasing advantage,
with increasing neurobiological disintegrity. Rather, we argue,
there is no strong reason to doubt that these mechanisms are
equally relied upon, or equally advantageous, at all ages and levels
of functioning. Therefore, active cognitive reserve models fit the
stability, or preserved differentiation class, and do not necessarily
lead to the hypothesis of steeper cognitive decline among those
with less enriched environmental backgrounds.
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Passive models (Satz, 1993; Stern, 2002) maintain that in re-
sponse to similar levels of neurobiological degradation, high-
reserve individuals will experience less impairment than low-
reserve individuals. Resilience of nervous system functioning is
theoretically indexed by brain size or synapse count, although Satz
(1993) has proposed that education may be an appropriate proxy.
Such models often postulate the presence of a neuropathological
threshold that is higher for high-reserve people, beyond which
cognitive impairment begins to take place. These models therefore
predict that the rate of cognitive decline will be slower, or at least
delayed, for high-reserve individuals who have not yet reached
their neuropathological threshold, even if their rate of neurobio-
logical degradation is comparable to that of low-reserve individ-
uals. However, this view is problematic for examining normal
age-associated declines because it is very clear that age-related
effects on cognitive performance begin in early adulthood and are
continuous rather than abrupt (Salthouse, 2004). A continuum-
based passive model might instead predict that high-reserve indi-
viduals respond to neurobiological degradation to a lesser extent
than do lower reserve individuals (i.e., differential preservation).
However, some passive models (cf. Stern, 2002, Figure 3), are
difficult to distinguish from functional threshold models.

According to functional threshold models, high- and low-
reserve individuals experience similar rates of cognitive decline.
However, low-reserve individuals begin adulthood with lower
levels of cognitive performance and therefore take less time to
drop below a threshold beyond which their level of functioning is
considered clinically severe or pathological. These models explain
that findings linking reserve markers, such as education, with
reduced prevalence and incidence of dementia may be artifacts of
arbitrary clinical cutoffs. Although such models have not been
discussed in great detail in the cognitive reserve literature, they are
consistent with the diagnostic thresholds discussed by Stern (2002)
and the diagnostic criteria for various dementias described in the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (IV-TR;
American Psychiatric Association, 2000).

Potential Artifacts in Change Research:
Level–Slope Relations

Variables purported to index cognitive reserve tend to be cor-
related with levels of cognitive functioning. This is, in fact, a
necessary requirement of functional threshold models as described
above. If, however, relations exist between levels of functioning
and rates of age-associated declines in functioning (i.e., level–
slope relations), such phenomena are potentially critical confounds
with respect to moderation hypotheses.

There are both methodological and theoretical reasons to expect
level–slope relations to exist. In cases of poor instrument sensitiv-
ity, ceiling effects can prevent detection of changes within the
upper levels of functioning, and floor effects can prevent detection
of changes within the lower levels of functioning, thus resulting in
spurious relations between initial performance and change. This is
of particular relevance to cognitive reserve research, in which
many of the measures used are known to have low measurement
ceilings (e.g., the MMSE and verbal-learning tests; see, respec-
tively, Anstey & Christensen, 2000; Uttl, 2005). Similar artifacts
can occur with respect to the regression to the mean phenomenon
(Campbell & Kenny, 1999; Nesselroade, Stigler, & Baltes, 1980).

In such cases, subjects scoring at the extremes as the result of
ordinary statistical noise are likely to score closer to their true, less
extreme scores when measured again. This results in spurious
negative correlations between initial level and change. From a theo-
retical standpoint, if there are physical or biological limits to the
upper and lower ends of functioning, then changes toward these
extremes will be smaller in magnitude than changes toward the
mean, regardless of instrument sensitivity (Ackerman, 2005;
Wilder, 1967, the law of initial values).

Method

The current study seeks to test the specificity of the relation
between popularly hypothesized cognitive reserve variables (years
of educational attainment and vocabulary knowledge) and levels of
reasoning and speed performance (intercepts) and rates of longi-
tudinal changes in reasoning and speed performance (slopes) in
cognitively normal older adults. In contrast to most examinations
of cognitive reserve moderation hypotheses, the longitudinal anal-
yses presented in this study examine the degree to which cognitive
reserve variables are related to maturational changes in conjunc-
tion with and independently of initial levels of performance. More-
over, we examine maturational decline as a component separate
from that associated with the benefits of cumulative test experi-
ence (retest effects) associated with repeated assessments.

Advanced Cognitive Training for Independent
and Vital Elderly (ACTIVE)

The ACTIVE study is an ongoing randomized controlled trial
conducted at six field sites, with the New England Research
Institutes as the coordinating center. The primary goal of the trial
is to test the effects of three distinct cognitive training interven-
tions on cognitive function and cognitively demanding everyday
functioning. This was achieved by random assignment of individ-
uals to one of three active treatment conditions or a no-contact
control condition. In these analyses, we use data only from persons
enrolled in the control condition. Persons in the active treatment
conditions were omitted. No-contact control data from baseline,
12-week posttest, first annual, second annual, third annual, and
fifth annual assessments were analyzed. For more detail on design,
see Jobe et al. (2001), Ball et al. (2002), and Willis et al. (2006).

Participants

ACTIVE participants were recruited from a number of different
settings, registries, and rosters (e.g., state driver’s license and
identification card registries, medical clinical rosters, senior center
and community organization rosters, congregate senior housing
sites, local churches, and rosters of assistance and service pro-
grams for low-income older persons) with the goal of enrolling a
diverse sample of older adults who were living independently and
in good functional and cognitive status but at risk for loss of
functional independence. Recruitment was focused on six metro-
politan areas in the United States. Participants considered for the
current analyses were 704 persons age 65–94 years at baseline
assessment who were randomly assigned to a no-contact control
group from a parent sample of 2,832 persons. Six participants were
excluded due to protocol violations.
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Table 1 reports the number of participants in each 5-year age
group present at each testing occasion. Because only 8 participants
were age 90 years or older at baseline assessment, they were
excluded from analyses. This exclusion was necessary because of
the multiple-age-group accelerated longitudinal design imple-
mented in the analysis. This resulted in a working sample of N �
690 (74% women) at baseline assessment with a 5-year, six-
occasion retention rate of 54% (77% women). Reasons for dropout
included death, withdrawal, site decision, and unavailability.
Scores on the MMSE (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975)
ranged from 23 to 30 (the means for each age group ranged from
26.7 to 27.6, with standard deviations ranging from 1.8 to 2.1;
models excluding participants with MMSE scores less than 25 did
not change the patterns of results). Twenty-eight percent of par-
ticipants were non-White.

Education ranged from 6 to 20 years (M � 13.4, SD � 2.7).
Although negative in magnitude, the absolute value of the age–
education correlation was less than 0.1, suggesting a nearly uni-
form level of selectivity across the age range. Corrections for
cohort differences in education (cf. Rönnlund & Nilsson, 2006)
produced very similar patterns of results to those reported in this
article.

Figure 1 depicts the distributions of years of education across
individuals in each 5-year age group. It can be seen that all age
groups contained individuals with an education ranging from less
than a high school education to greater than a college education,
with the largest proportion of individuals having a complete high
school or partial college education. Although no groups contained
large proportions of participants with very low education (i.e., less
than high school), this can be viewed as a strength, because
deprivation of basic schooling is likely to be accompanied by other
extreme environmental deficiencies that could confound results.

The consequences of this sample’s positive selection of well-
educated participants were considered in some detail. In particular,
it is possible that increments in educational attainment have di-
minishing returns, such that the difference between having versus
not having a high school education has much greater cognitive
consequences than the difference between having versus not hav-
ing a college education. There was some evidence for this, as a
significant quadratic trend (producing the above-described pattern)
was present in the regression predicting vocabulary knowledge
from years of education. However, the size of this effect was very
small (the increment in R2 was .018). Moreover, when an Educa-
tion2 term was included in the models, and when the models were
fit to low- and high-education groups separately (split at Educa-
tion � 12 and Education � 12), the results were very similar to
those reported here.

For additional information on sample characteristics and recruit-
ing procedures, see Ball et al. (2002).

Measures

Measures were selected because they were deemed sensitive
enough at the upper ranges of performance to detect potential gains
of training interventions and at the lower ranges of performance to
detect declines associated with late-life aging (Ball et al., 2002).

Reasoning measures required participants to identify patterns in
letter or word series problems. The measures were Word Series
(Gonda & Schaie, 1985), Letter Series (Thurstone & Thurstone,
1949), and Letter Sets (Ekstrom, French, Harman, & Derman,
1976).

Processing speed measures were timed and required participants
to identify and localize information at 75% accuracy under varying
levels of cognitive demand. They involved three tasks from the
useful field-of-view measure (Owsley, McGwin, & Ball, 1998).

The vocabulary measure (Ekstrom et al., 1976) tested partici-
pants’ abilities to choose the best synonym for a target word from
a number of alternatives.

Equally weighted composite test scores representing reasoning
and speed were created by pooling all scores for all participants in
the parent population and applying a Blom transformation (Blom,
1958) to make them more normally distributed, as in Ball et al.
(2002). To facilitate interpretation, reasoning composite, speed
composite, and vocabulary scores were each then standardized
with respect to the baseline scores for the youngest age group
through a T score metric (M � 50, SD � 10). All scores were
scaled such that higher values indicate superior performance (i.e.,
the speed composite was reversed).

Analyses and Results

In the following section, we present analyses and results directly
relevant to cognitive reserve hypotheses. To allow for lenient tests
of cognitive reserve moderation (differential preservation) hypoth-
eses, alpha levels were set to .05.

Cross-Sectional Analyses

If it is the case that higher levels in variables hypothesized to
index cognitive reserve, such as education and knowledge, are
related to shallower rates of cognitive decline, then one should
expect cross-sectional differences in cognitive performance be-
tween individuals differing in their levels on those variables to be
larger at older ages. This was tested by examining Age � Educa-
tion and Age � Baseline Vocabulary Knowledge interactions in
regressions predicting baseline speed and reasoning performance.
In all such regressions, age, education, and vocabulary knowledge
were centered by subtracting their means.

Age � Education interactions were examined through hierar-
chical regressions, with age and education entered in the first step
and product of Age � Education entered in the second step.
Consistent with the preserved differentiation hypothesis but incon-
sistent with the differential preservation hypothesis, age and edu-
cation significantly accounted for both reasoning and speed per-
formance but the Age � Education interaction did not.

Table 1
Sample Size by Age Group and Assessment

Age group
(years) Baseline Posttest Annual 1 Annual 2 Annual 3 Annual 5

65–69 182 163 138 130 126 108
70–74 223 202 172 169 155 134
75–79 156 149 124 110 100 86
80–84 92 82 63 54 39 30
85–89 37 36 30 27 23 15

Total 690 632 527 490 443 373
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In examining Age � Vocabulary Knowledge interactions, vo-
cabulary and age were entered in the first step and the product of
Vocabulary � Age was entered in the second step, of hierarchical
regressions predicting reasoning and speed. Both regressions re-
sulted in interaction terms that were statistically significant but in
the direction opposite to that predicted by cognitive reserve mod-
eration hypotheses. Figure 2 demonstrates these findings, with
higher vocabulary individuals exhibiting larger age differences
than lower vocabulary individuals.

Longitudinal Analyses

Hypotheses concerning age-related longitudinal changes in rea-
soning and speed abilities were examined through latent growth

curve modeling (LGM) techniques, which are employed through
the structural equation modeling framework. LGM techniques are
similar to mixed effects or hierarchical modeling techniques in that
they allow for the estimation of fixed effects, in the form of
population-level growth parameters, and random effects, in the
form of individual differences in growth parameters. Individual
differences in variables representing these parameters can then be
further examined by regressing them onto exogenous variables,
such as education or vocabulary.

For the current analyses, we considered a number of alterna-
tive time-based, age-based, and occasion-based growth curve
models (see Appendix for a discussion of the strengths and
weaknesses of each of these models and their results). Here we

Figure 1. Distribution of education by age group.
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Figure 2. (A) Plot of Age � Vocabulary interaction predicting cross-sectional reasoning performance. (B) Plot
of Age � Vocabulary interaction predicting cross-sectional speed performance. In both plots, high and low
vocabulary are at one standard deviation above the mean and one standard deviation below the mean,
respectively.
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report a version of the multiple-group accelerated latent growth
curve model (cf. Duncan, Duncan, Strycker, Li, & Alpert, 1999,
chapter 6) allowing for retest effects (McArdle & Woodcock,
1997). This model was chosen because (a) retest effects can be
maximally separated from maturational change by scaling retest
effects by occasions of test experience but scaling maturational
change by approximate age at testing; (b) the extent to which
the quality of change and predictors of change differ across age
groups can be formally tested; (c) the models can be fit with
conventional structural equation modeling methods, allowing
for detailed fit indices, estimation of indirect effects with stan-
dard errors, and, for ease of interpretation, standardized param-
eter estimates. We note, however, that the substantive conclu-
sions drawn regarding the cognitive reserve hypothesis were the
same for all models considered.

The multiple-group accelerated latent growth curve model is
schematically depicted in Figure 3. In this diagram, squares
represent observed variables, such as scores at each measure-
ment occasion, and circles represent latent or unobserved vari-
ables, such as those corresponding to maturational slope (s),
intercept (i), and retest effects (r). Regression coefficients are
represented as one-headed arrows, and the variance terms of
variables, or their residuals, are represented as two-headed
arrows attached to the specific variables. The unit constant
(allowing for the estimation of means) is represented as a
triangle.

The model depicted in Figure 3 fits a similar six-occasion model
to each age group (5-year cohort) individually, and across-groups
equality constraints are placed on the latent means, latent vari-
ances, covariance and regression relations, and residual variances.
Some of these constraints can then be removed and the resulting
chi-square and degrees-of-freedom change documented to test for
between-groups differences. By parameterizing the basis coeffi-
cients for the latent slope to reflect cohort age (centered at 65
years), mean age-related change in cognitive functioning is as-
sumed to be linear and reflected by cross-sectional age differences
(the convergence assumption; Bell, 1953), while still allowing for
individual differences in change to be determined by longitudinal
information from repeated measurements. The basis coefficients
defining the shape of the retest curve can then be freely estimated
from the data. The basis coefficients defining the growth curve
intercept are all fixed to 1, allowing the intercept to be interpreted
as performance at 65 years of age. Residual variances are all
constrained to be equal, reflecting the assumption of homoscedas-
ticity over time.

The growth curve portion of the model depicted in Figure 3 can
be expressed as

Y�o�n � in � Age�o�g � sn � B�o� � rn � u�o�n, (1)

or in expanded form as

Figure 3. Path diagram depicting the multiple-group accelerated latent growth curve model employed. BL, PT,
Y1, Y2, Y3, and Y5 represent vocabulary or speed performance at baseline, 12-week posttest, first annual,
second annual, third annual, and fifth annual assessments, respectively. Beneath these labels are the designated
ages of each age group at each occasion. Educ � education; vocab � vocabulary; s � maturational slope; i �
intercept; r � retest effects.
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where g indicates that a variable is group specific and n indicates
that a variable varies across individuals. AgeBL,g represents the
designated age (in years) of age group g at baseline assessment
(Age[o]g therefore corresponds to the designated age of the group
at any given occasion, centered at 65 years). Equation 1 explains
that individual scores at each measurement occasion Y[o]n can be
fully accounted for by individual differences in growth curve
intercept (in), maturational slope (sn), retest effects (rn), and unex-
plained variance (u[o]n).

Growth curve intercept, slope, and retest effects are regressed
onto education and baseline vocabulary knowledge (both educa-
tion and vocabulary were centered at their means for each age
group, such that �E � 0 and �V � 0) according to the following
equations:

in � �i � �Ei � 	Educationn
 �

�Vi � 	Vocabularyn
 � e1n, (2)

sn � �s � �is � 	in
 � �Es � 	Educationn
 �

�Vs � 	Vocabularyn
 � e2n, (3)

and

rn � �r � �ir � 	in
 � �Er � 	Educationn
 �

�Vr � 	Vocabularyn
 � e3n, (4)

where � represents regression intercepts, � represents regression
coefficients, and e represents residuals. These equations allow for
identification of relations between individual growth curve param-
eters and hypothesized cognitive reserve variables. Note that

growth curve slope and retest effects are regressed onto the growth
curve intercept to determine the degree to which relations are
mediated through initial performance and the degree to which
relations are independent of initial performance. Finally, vocabu-
lary is regressed onto education according to

Vocabularyn � �V � �EV � 	Educationn
 � e4n, (5)

under the assumption that vocabulary knowledge is, in part, the
product of education. To account for the possibility that, as a result
of social inequalities, years of education may have different mean-
ing for men and women, and Whites and non-Whites (Manly et al.,
2003), models were considered in which variables representing
gender and race were included as covariates in Equations 2–5. This
addition did not change the overall pattern of results or the sub-
stantive interpretations drawn. We therefore report the simpler
models.

All LGM analyses were conducted through the Mplus soft-
ware package (Muthén & Muthén, 2006) with full information
maximum likelihood (FIML) estimation methods. FIML esti-
mates parameter values on the basis of all available data, under
the missing-at-random (MAR) assumption that any systematic
patterns of missingness are functions of the variables included
in the model and that the patterns of and predictors of growth
and change are the same for complete and incomplete sub-
groups. Longitudinal growth curve methods employing the
MAR assumption to handle selective attrition have been suc-
cessfully applied to simulated data (e.g., McArdle &
Hamagami, 1992) and are regularly applied to real data (e.g.,
Ferrer, Salthouse, McArdle, Stewart, & Schwartz, 2005;
McArdle, Ferrer-Caja, Hamagami, & Woodcock, 2002). In the
current study, attrition analyses indicated that those who were
lower performing on cognitive measures at baseline were more
likely to drop out of the study but that neither education nor
vocabulary knowledge was related to study dropout. Moreover,
models fit to data from participants with complete data on all
six measurement occasions produced similar patterns of results
to those reported here. Therefore, although the MAR assump-
tion remains untestable, these follow-up analyses suggest that
the substantive findings are robust.

Table 2 reports fit statistics for the unconditional reasoning
and speed growth curve models, with the mean retest effect and
retest curve shape constrained to be equal across age groups, the
mean retest effect allowed to differ across age groups, and the

Table 2
Model Fit Comparisons: Unconditional Models

Model �2 df CFI TLI AIC BIC RMSEA ��2 �df p of �

Reasoning
Fully constrained 163.019 121 .990 .994 18186.253 18249.766 .053 baseline
Free retest mean 155.239 117 .991 .994 18186.472 18268.132 .049 7.78 4 �.05
Free retest mean and shape 126.101 101 .994 .996 18189.335 18343.582 .042 29.138 16 <.05

Speed
Fully constrained 189.688 121 .969 .981 20329.851 20393.303 .064 baseline
Free retest mean 167.514 117 .977 .985 20315.677 20397.259 .056 22.174 4 <.001
Free retest mean and shape 148.728 101 .978 .984 20328.890 20482.990 .059 18.786 16 �.05

Note. The best-fitting models are in bold. CFI � comparative fit index; TLI � Tucker–Lewis index; AIC � Akaike information criterion; BIC � Bayesian
information criterion; RMSEA � root-mean-square error of approximation.
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mean retest effect and retest curve shape allowed to differ
across age groups. Because these models were nested within
one another, chi-square difference tests were used to select
models. It can be seen that the preferred reasoning model was
one in which the mean and shape of the retest curve was
allowed to differ among the age groups, whereas the preferred
speed model was one in which the shape of the retest curve was
invariant across age groups but the mean retest effect was
allowed to differ across age groups.

Figures 4 and 5 depict maturational components, retest compo-
nents, and net trajectory of the population average growth curves
implied by the reasoning and speed models, respectively. It can be
seen that for both reasoning and speed, the largest retest benefit
occurs during the first retesting, and the younger groups tend to
benefit more than the older groups. Moreover, maturational age
gradients for speed (.70 T score units per year, p � .05) were
considerably steeper ( pdifference� .05) than for reasoning (.49 T
score units per year, p � .05).

Table 3 reports the fit statistics for the reasoning and speed
growth curve models (the best-fitting reasoning and speed models
selected from Table 2), with the relations (�Es, �Er, �vs, and �vr

from Equations 2–5 and Figure 3) between hypothesized cognitive
reserve variables and latent change components held constant
across age groups (fully constrained models), and the change in fit
after freeing these relations across groups (predictors-freed mod-
els). All other parameters in Equations 2–5 were constrained to be
constant across groups in both sets of models. The fit statistics
indicate well-fitting models, with all root-mean-square errors of
approximation less than .07 and all comparative fit indices greater
than .96. Because these fully constrained models did not fit sig-
nificantly worse (by nested chi-square comparison) than the less
parsimonious predictors-freed models, we accept them as the best
representations of 5-year changes in reasoning and speed perfor-
mance and their relations with education and vocabulary. The
results of these models are described below.

Tables 4 and 5 report the relations between hypothesized cog-
nitive reserve variables and growth curve variables for the reason-
ing and speed models, respectively. Unstandardized parameter
estimates and, for ease of interpretation, standardized parameter
estimates are reported. Total effects (the sum of unique and me-
diated effects), direct (unique) effects, and indirect (mediated)
effects are reported. This allows for examinations of the relations
between cognitive reserve markers (education and vocabulary) and
maturational changes both with and without controlling for the
intercepts, as well as the relation that is completely attributable to
the intercepts.

A number of observations are of note. First, the intercepts were
highly related to both hypothesized cognitive reserve variables
(education and vocabulary), but most of the education effect was
mediated through vocabulary. Second, maturational slopes were
not significantly related to hypothesized cognitive reserve vari-
ables, whether the significant influences of the intercepts were
controlled for. Third, there were significant negative relations
between intercepts and maturational slopes, such that individuals
at higher levels of functioning declined more steeply. Finally, for
speed, the retest component was positively related to the intercept,
but there were no significant direct or total relations between the
retest component and hypothesized cognitive reserve variables.
For reasoning, there were no significant relations between the
retest component and intercepts or the retest component and hy-
pothesized cognitive reserve variables.

Evidence for the Reliability of Change

Finally, we examined whether our failures to detect relations
between hypothesized reserve variables and longitudinal cog-
nitive changes (maturational slopes) resulted from failures to
assess these changes reliably. The reliable assessment of change
has been a long-standing issue in aging research (for a discus-
sion, see Hertzog & Nesselroade, 2003). Hertzog, Linden-
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Figure 4. Model-implied population components of 5-year longitudinal changes in reasoning performance.
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berger, Ghisletta, and von Oertzen (2006) have recently called
to attention that the extent to which growth curve modeling has
the capability to detect correlates of change is still largely
unknown, and arguing for the null hypothesis may therefore be
problematic. They explain that because growth curve slopes
have the most potential to lack reliability, it is particularly
difficult to identify correlates of slopes. Following this logic in
reverse, we reason that if we are able to detect moderate to large
correlations between changes in reasoning and speed, the latent
slopes are likely to be sufficiently reliable (and variable) to
detect relations with hypothesized reserve variables.

To examine coupled change, the unconditional reasoning and
speed models used in the previous analyses were combined into a
multiple-group bivariate latent growth curve model (McArdle &
Nesselroade, 2003). To maintain consistency with the models
reported in Tables 4 and 5, the basis coefficients defining the shape
of the retest effects, the variances of the intercepts, and the residual
variances of the reasoning and speed scores for each occasion were
fixed to the values that had been estimated with those models. To
control for the possibility that latent slopes may be related to one
another by way of their relations to the intercepts, latent slopes
were regressed onto both latent intercepts and their residuals
allowed to covary. Similarly, retest components were regressed

onto latent intercepts and their residuals allowed to covary. The
covariance between the latent intercepts was also estimated. To
maintain further consistency with the models previously reported,
variance, covariance, and regression parameters were constrained
to be equal across age groups.

Parameters for the bivariate growth curve model are presented
in Table 6. Consistent with the positive manifold (Spearman,
1927), intercepts were strongly related to one another (r � .626).
Moreover, even after controlling for the influences of the latent
intercepts, highly significant relations were found between latent
maturational slopes (r � .636) but not latent retest components.
We therefore conclude that the latent slopes were modeled with
sufficient reliability to have detected relations with hypothesized
cognitive reserve variables, had they been present. Our failures to
detect predictors of retest components, however, may be attribut-
able to failures to assess them reliably (or lack of sufficient
individual differences in these components).

Discussion

Summary and Discussion of Findings

In this study, we examined the hypotheses that education and
vocabulary knowledge, as markers of cognitive reserve, are (a)
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Figure 5. Model-implied population components of 5-year longitudinal changes in speed performance.

Table 3
Model Fit Comparisons: Conditional Models

Model �2 df CFI TLI AIC BIC RMSEA ��2 �df p of �

Reasoning: Fully constrained 205.092 160 .991 .992 26113.245 26340.080 .045 baseline
Reasoning: Predictors freed 187.435 144 .991 .991 26127.588 26427.010 .047 17.657 16 �.05
Speed: Fully constrained 259.264 176 .966 .973 28497.663 28651.911 .059 baseline
Speed: Predictors freed 248.302 160 .964 .968 28518.701 28745.536 .063 10.962 16 �.05

Note. The best-fitting models are in bold. CFI � comparative fit index; TLI � Tucker–Lewis index; AIC � Akaike information criterion; BIC � Bayesian
information criterion; RMSEA � root-mean-square error of approximation.
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associated with higher levels of functioning in old age and (b)
associated with shallower rates of age-associated declines in func-
tioning, for variables indexing reasoning and speed. We found
evidence for the former hypothesis but not for the latter.

Contrary to cognitive reserve theories predicting moderation or
differential preservation, both with and without accounting for the
mediation of the intercepts, education and vocabulary knowledge
were unrelated to rates of maturational decline. These findings
suggest that the late-life relations between education and vocabu-
lary, as markers of cognitive reserve, and cognitive functioning
reflect the persistence of earlier life differences in cognitive func-
tioning and not differential rates of cognitive decline.

Processing speed, compared with reasoning, showed smaller
level relations with education and vocabulary and steeper age
gradients, suggesting that processing speed may be a cognitive
primitive that is less related to skill or acquired knowledge and
more reflective of age-associated neurobiological degradation (cf.
Salthouse, 1996). If it is the case that reasoning is more environ-
mentally influenced than speed, and therefore potentially more
amenable to protective cognitive reserve processes, one might

have expected rates of change in reasoning to show greater posi-
tive relations to hypothesized cognitive reserve markers. We found
no evidence for this, as neither reasoning nor speed changes were
significantly associated with vocabulary or education in the pre-
dicted directions.

The relations between education and levels of cognitive perfor-
mance were substantially mediated by vocabulary knowledge,
suggesting that the benefits of education may be best indexed by
knowledge measures, for which confounds concerning quality (or
yearly value) of education are not of issue (cf. Jones, 2003).

On the basis of these findings, we conclude that cognitive
reserve models predicting stability, rather than moderation, of
performance differences are most plausible. In cases of active
cognitive reserve models, this would mean that rather than rely
increasingly on knowledge-based paradigms and brain networks
with age, individuals high in knowledge and education rely upon
these advantages consistently over their late adult lives. Contrary
to the predictions of passive cognitive reserve models, these find-
ings suggest that individuals high in knowledge and education

Table 4
Key Parameter Estimates for Reasoning Model (Baseline, Fully Constrained, Model From Table 3)

Parameter

Total effects Direct effects Mediated by i and/or vocabulary

Parameter
estimate Estimate/SE

Standardized
parameter
estimate

Parameter
estimate Estimate/SE

Standardized
parameter
estimate

Parameter
estimate Estimate/SE

Standardized
parameter
estimate

i on education (�ei) 1.464� 10.154� .455� 0.663� 4.419� .206� 0.801� 8.778� .249�

i on vocabulary (�vi) 0.473� 11.321� .518� 0.473� 11.321� .518�

s on i (�is) 0.030� 4.683� .668� 0.030� 4.683� .668�

s on education (�es) 0.019 1.481 .133 0.013 0.995 .090 0.032� 3.838� .224�

s on vocabulary(�vs) 0.007 1.753 .178 0.007 1.539 .167 0.014� 4.335� .346�

r on education (�er) 0.055 1.152 .214 0.101 1.848 .396 0.046 1.613 .182
r on vocabulary (�vr) 0.014 0.947 .191 0.003 0.145 .035 0.016 1.591 .226
r on i (�ir) 0.035 1.609 .437 0.035 1.609 .437
vocabulary on education (�ev) 1.695� 13.884� .481� 1.695� 13.884� .481�

Note. i � latent growth curve intercept; s � maturational slope; r � retest component.
� p � .05.

Table 5
Key Parameter Estimates for Speed Model (Baseline, Fully Constrained, Model From Table 3)

Parameter

Total effects Direct effects Mediated by i and/or vocabulary

Parameter
estimate Estimate/SE

Standardized
parameter
estimate

Parameter
estimate Estimate/SE

Standardized
parameter
estimate

Parameter
estimate Estimate/SE

Standardized
parameter
estimate

i on education (�ei) 0.712� 4.230� .240� 0.261 1.390 .088 0.451� 4.771� .152�

i on vocabulary (�vi) 0.266� 5.079� .316� 0.266� 5.079� .316�

s on i (�is) 0.020� 2.515� .819� 0.020� 2.515� .819�

s on education (�es) 0.009 0.619 .127 0.011 0.755 .153 0.021� 2.471� .280�

s on vocabulary (�vs) 0.009 1.829 .431 0.004 0.766 .172 0.005� 2.289� .259�

r on education (�er) 0.029 0.415 .053 0.054 0.670 .098 0.084� 2.012� .150�

r on vocabulary (�vr) 0.037 1.643 .233 0.015 0.635 .095 0.022� 2.192� .137�

r on i (�ir) 0.082� 2.437� .434� 0.082� 2.437� .434�

vocabulary on education (�ev) 1.698� 13.900� .482� 1.698� 13.900� .482�

Note. i � latent growth curve intercept; s � maturational slope; r � retest component.
� p � .05.
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exhibit similar degrees of age-associated cognitive decrements as
those less knowledgeable and educated.

Consistent with functional threshold predictions, cognitive re-
serve variables were found to be related to levels of reasoning and
speed performance but unrelated to rates of decline in reasoning
and speed performance. Prevalence and incidence studies support-
ive of cognitive reserve may therefore simply be artifacts of
arbitrary clinical cutoffs for pathological functioning and demen-
tia. This is because, on average, more highly educated individuals
begin adulthood with higher levels of cognitive functioning.
Therefore, they take longer to reach clinically significant levels of
functioning compared with lower educated individuals whose abil-
ities decline at similar average rates.

Previous studies supportive of cognitive reserve moderation
hypotheses may be results of poor psychometric properties of the
cognitive measures used, or inappropriate use of the instruments,
such as those with pronounced ceiling effects. Although the meth-
ods often used assume interval measurement, this is often not the
case, particularly at the extremes of the scales (Embretson &
Reise, 2000). In the current study, the instruments used were
sensitive to a wide range of abilities, and latent intercepts were

considered as potential mediators of latent slope relations. In fact,
previous investigations (e.g., Christensen et al. 2001; Hofer et al.,
2002; Mackinnon et al., 2003) using sensitive measures and so-
phisticated modeling techniques have also failed to find associates
between cognitive reserve markers and rates of change.

Limitations

It is important to acknowledge that this study included partici-
pants who were, on the whole, at healthy levels of cognitive
functioning. Our findings may therefore be relevant only to the
patterns of aging that precede senile dementia but not the patterns
ensuing from dementia. Moreover, although there was little evi-
dence that results qualitatively differed for low- and high-
education participants (see Participants section), very few partic-
ipants with severely impoverished educational backgrounds (e.g.,
less than 8 years of education) were included in the sample, and we
are therefore unable to make strong generalizations to such pop-
ulations. It is also possible that cognitive reserve mechanisms may
act differently on different abilities (e.g., memory), and we must
therefore limit our conclusions to levels and rates of change in
reasoning and processing speed, the cognitive outcomes measured
in this study. Furthermore, it is important to keep in mind that
although popularly examined, educational attainment and mea-
sures of acquired knowledge may only be surrogate markers for
theoretical constructs hypothesized to protect against cognitive
decline. Finally, it is possible that rather than be related to earlier
life environmental quality, those factors that truly serve to mitigate
late-life cognitive changes themselves emerge during late life. It
might therefore be desirable for future examinations of potential
moderators of cognitive aging to examine hypothesized cognitive
reserve markers that are measured at closer temporal proximities to
the senescent changes of interest.

Conclusions

The current study yielded considerable evidence unsupportive
of the notion that formal education during earlier life is related to
rates of decline in cognitive functioning during later life. However,
levels of cognitive performance were substantially related to levels
of educational attainment, as well as to vocabulary knowledge, a
likely product of educational achievement. Therefore, to the extent
that education causally influences cognitive abilities during child-
hood development (Ceci, 1996), these benefits seem to persist
throughout the lifespan and until late adulthood (Deary, Whalley,
Lemmon, Crawford, & Starr, 2000). The persistence of such
benefits may also serve to protect against functional impairment
(as described by functional threshold models) and therefore have
substantial implications for everyday functioning in later life.

These findings argue for an integrated approach to developmen-
tal psychology that continues to emphasize both early-life and
late-life phenomena (Baltes, 1987; Craik & Bialystok, 2006).
Developing a fuller understanding of the education–cognition
relation in late life certainly requires further untangling of the
causal components of the education–cognition relation during
childhood and determination of the effects of continuing education
and cognitive training (e.g., Willis et al., 2006) during adulthood.
Moreover, research focusing on lifespan longitudinal data (e.g.,
Deary et al., 2000; McArdle et al., 2002) will continue to prove

Table 6
Fit Indices and Key Parameter Estimates for Bivariate Latent
Growth Model

Parameter
Parameter
estimate

Estimate/
SE

Standardized
parameter
estimate

Model fit indices
�2 601.767
df 423
CFI .974
TLI .980
RMSEA .055

Parameter estimates
Reasoning slope on reasoning

intercept (sR on iR) 0.027� 4.148� .519�

Reasoning slope on speed
intercept (sR on iS) 0.003 0.298 .045

Speed slope on speed intercept
(sS on iS) 0.014 1.606 .343

Speed slope on reasoning
intercept (sS on iR) 0.018� 2.261� .467�

Reasoning retest on reasoning
intercept (rR on iR) 0.016 0.764 .322

Reasoning retest on speed
intercept (rR on iS)

Speed retest on speed intercept
(rS on iS) 0.086� 2.331� .568�

Speed retest on reasoning
intercept (rS on iR) 0.008 0.257 .059

Reasoning intercept with speed
intercept (iR with iS) 45.734� 15.178� .626�

Reasoning slope with speed
slope (sR with sS) 0.102� 4.033� .636�

Reasoning retest with speed
retest (rR with rS) 0.172 0.397 .320

Note. CFI � comparative fit index; TLI � Tucker–Lewis index;
RMSEA � root-mean-square error of approximation; i � latent growth
curve intercept; s � maturational slope; r � retest component; R �
reasoning; S � speed.
� p � .05.
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useful in better understanding and characterizing the processes of
change that occur within individuals as they grow and mature.
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Appendix

Alternative Growth Curve Models

A number of growth curve models were considered as alterna-
tives to those described by Equation 1. Here we present these
models and discuss their respective strengths and weaknesses.

One set of models considered assumes that rates of change are
person-specific functions of the time since baseline evaluation
and/or the number of occasions of measurement. The simplest of
these models can be written as

Y�o�n � in � Time�o� � sn � u�o�n, (A1)

where Y[o]n is the observed score of person n at occasion o, in is
the growth curve intercept of person n, Time[o] is the time (in
years) that has elapsed since the baseline assessment (i.e., 0, 0.23,
1.23, 2.23, 3.23, 5.23), sn is the growth curve slope of person n,
and u[o]n is the unexplained component for person n at occasion o.

This model assumes only one source of variance in change and
therefore confounds change that may be due to age-related matu-
ration and change that may be due to the experience of repeated
testing. Change is assumed to occur linearly, and therefore any
potential nonlinear change in cognitive performance over time is
not captured. Moreover, because performance is a function of time
since baseline evaluation, rather than age at testing, the model fails
to capitalize on age at testing as a source of information (for a
discussion, see McArdle et al., 2002).

Assumptions about linear change in the above model can be
relaxed by allowing the shape of the growth curve to be produced
by the data. Such a growth curve can be written as

Y�o�n � in � B�o� � rn � u�o�n, (A2)

(Appendixes continue)
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where rn represents nonlinear change, scaled by occasion (i.e.,
B[o]�0, 1, B[1], B[2], B[3], B[5]). Again, only one source of
variation in change is assumed, and age-related information is
neglected.

An elaboration of the above two models is one that includes
allowances for both linear and nonlinear sources of change. This
model can be written as

Y�o�n � in � Time�o� � sn � B�o� � rn � u�o�n. (A3)

We again label the person-specific linear component, scaled by
time since baseline evaluation, as sn and the person-specific non-
linear component, scaled by occasion, as rn. However, because
age-related information is still neglected, and sn and rn are there-
fore on similar scales, it may not be justified to conceptualize these
sn and rn components as individually representative of maturation
and retest effects, respectively.

A second set of models considered assumes that rates of change
are person-specific functions of age at testing and/or the number of
occasions of measurement. A simple form of such a model can be
written as

Y�o�n � in � Age�o�n � sn � u�o�n, (A4)

where Age[o]n corresponds to the age of the individual at any
given occasion, centered at 65 years. As with the time-based linear
model, this model does not account for nonlinear change. How-
ever, it is able to incorporate the age at testing as an additional
source of information, under the assumption that age-related dif-
ferences are informative about age-related changes (Bell, 1953).

Maturational components and retest components can be consid-
erably separated by combining the models described by Equations
A2 and A4 to one in which maturation is scaled according to the
age of the individual but retest effects are scaled according to
occasion of measurement (e.g., Ferrer et al., 2005; McArdle et al.,
2002). This model can be written as

Y�o�n � in � Age�o�n � sn � B�o� � rn � u�o�n. (A5)

This model is very similar to that described by Equation 1, with the
difference being that the age basis is specific to the individual
rather than the cohort (i.e., subscript g Equation 1 is replaced by n)
and no cohort differences in the shape or magnitude of the retest
effects are permitted.

Results

Tables A1 and A2 report fit statistics and parameter estimates
for the above-described models fit to the reasoning and speed
data, along with the conditional relations described by Equa-
tions 2–5. These outputs are also provided for the model de-
scribed by Equation 1, with the shape and mean of the retest
component, mean maturational component, mean intercept,
conditional relations, and all residual variance terms con-
strained to be equal across groups.

A number of observations are of note. First, because the time-
and occasion-basis models are nested within one another, as are the
age- and occasion-basis models, we can directly compare their fits.
In both cases, the models allowing for both linear and nonlinear
sources of change fit the data best. Second, the Time � Occasion
basis models produce curves (i.e., basis coefficients) that are
difficult to interpret as distinctly representative of retest and mat-
uration components, as the nonlinear components peak at the
second assessment but subsequently decline (which is uncharac-
teristic of retest components, which are likely to accumulate with
experience and decay more slowly with time) and the linear
components have nonsignificant positive means (inconsistent with
maturational decline). Alternatively, the Age � Occasion basis
models produce more readily interpretable retest and maturation
components, as the nonlinear components have positive means and
approximately asymptotic shapes and the linear components have
negative means. Finally, it is of particular note that for all models,
the relations between hypothesized cognitive reserve variables and
intercept and change components are very similar, overwhelm-
ingly inconsistent with moderation hypotheses but consistent with
stability hypotheses.
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Table A1
Fit Indices and Parameter Estimates for Alternative Growth Curve Models of Reasoning

Parameter

Time and occasion basis (structural equation
growth model)

Age and occasion basis (random effects growth
model)

Age and occasion
basis (multiple-
group structural
equation growth
model): Linear
� Latent basis
(Equation 1)

Linear basis by
time

(Equation A1)

Latent basis by
occasion

(Equation A2)

Linear � Latent
basisa

(Equation A3)

Linear basis by
age

(Equation A4)

Latent basis by
occasion

(Equation A2)

Linear � Latent
basisa

(Equation A5)

Model fit indices
�2 313.407 71.282 13.262 71.282 243.804
df 29 25 20 25 180
2 � Log Likelihood 26464.93 26222.806 26164.786 23129.632 22893.840 22720.648 26051.956
Free parameters 13 17 22 13 17 22 30
CFI .943 .991 1 .991 .987
TLI .945 .990 1 .990 .990
RMSEA .119 .052 0 .052 .051
AIC 26490.93 26256.806 26208.785 23155.631 22927.840 22764.648 26111.957
BIC 26549.907 26333.929 26308.592 23214.608 23004.964 22864.455 26248.057

Regression parameters
i on educ (�ei) 0.719� 0.722� 0.748� 0.714� 0.722� 0.566� 0.639�

i on vocab (�vi) 0.411� 0.404� 0.405� 0.483� 0.404� 0.525� 0.481�

s on i (�is) 0.010 0.011 0.015� 0.026� 0.025�

s on educ (�es) 0.036� 0.034 0.004 0.017 0.015
s on vocab (�vs) 0.006 0.006 0.001 0.003 0.004
r on educ (�er) 0.126 0.088 0.126 0.096 0.111
r on vocab (�vr) 0.027 0.010 0.027 0.017 0.013
r on i (�ir) 0.067� 0.028 0.067� 0.008 0.016
vocab on educ (�ev) 1.670� 1.671� 1.671� 1.671� 1.671� 1.673� 1.694�

Basis coefficients
Y[BL] on s 0b 0b 0b ageBL,n 65b 0b ageBL,n 65b ageBL,g 65b

Y[PT] on s 0.23b 0b 0.2b ageBL,n 64.77b 0b ageBL,n 64.77b ageBL,g 64.77b

Y[1] on s 1.23b 0b 1.23b ageBL,n 63.77b 0b ageBL,n 63.77b ageBL,g 63.77b

Y[2] on s 2.23b 0b 2.23b ageBL,n 62.77b 0b ageBL,n 62.77b ageBL,g 62.77b

Y[3] on s 3.23b 0b 3.23b ageBL,n 61.77b 0b ageBL,n 61.77b ageBL,g 61.77b

Y[5] on s 5.23b 0b 5.23b ageBL,n 59.77b 0b ageBL,n 59.77b ageBL,g 59.77b

Y[BL] on r 0b 0b 0b 0b 0b 0b 0b

Y[PT] on r 0b 1b 1b 0b 1b 1b 1b

YR1 on r 0b 0.690� 0.654� 0b 0.690� 0.966� 0.952�

Y[2] on r 0b 0.767� 0.677� 0b 0.767� 1.264� 1.236�

Y[3] on r 0b 0.868� 0.733� 0b 0.867� 1.625� 1.584�

Y[5] on r 0b 0.410� 0.102 0b 0.410� 1.596� 1.529�

Residual variances
reasoning residual

variance (�y
2) 9.089� 9.352� 8.124� 9.495� 9.353� 8.066� 8.070�

i residual variance (�i
2) 46.397� 45.497� 45.069� 44.701� 45.494� 48.061� 46.566�

s residual variance (�s
2) 0.215� 0.281� 0.100� 0.077� 0.090�

r residual variance (�r
2) 3.456� 1.403 3.458� 0.986� 0.912�

vocab residual
variance (�v

2) 73.302� 73.311� 73.300� 73.289� 73.312� 73.294� 73.075�

Latent variable means
Mean i (�i) 48.798� 47.459� 45.069� 50.587� 47.459� 52.555� 51.287�

Mean s (�s� �is � �i) 0.073 0.125 0.140� 0.561� 0.527�

Mean r (�r� �ir � �i) 2.534� 2.468� 2.534� 2.518� 2.515�

Note. All parameters are unstandardized. Because age at testing varied considerably across individuals, all age-and-occasion-basis random effects growth
models were fit with the Random option of Mplus, which has a provision for individually varying times of observation. CFI � comparative fit index; TLI �
Tucker–Lewis index; RMSEA � root-mean-square error of approximation; AIC � Akaike information criterion; BIC � Bayesian information criterion;
i � latent growth curve intercept; s � maturational slope; r � retest component; educ � education; vocab � vocabulary; Y[BL] � baseline; Y[PT] �
12-week posttest; Y[1] � first annual; Y[2] � second annual; Y[3] � third annual; Y[5] � fifth annual; ageBL,n � age at first testing; ageBL,g �
approximate group age at first testing.
a Denotes the best-fitting model by nested model comparisons relative to the two previous models. b Indicates that a parameter was fixed.
� p � .05.
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Table A2
Fit Indices and Parameter Estimates for Alternative Growth Curve Models of Speed

Parameter

Time and occasion basis (structural equation
growth model)

Age and occasion basis (random effects growth
model)

Age and occasion
basis (multiple-
group structural
equation growth

model): Linear �
Latent basis
(Equation 1)

Linear basis by
time

(Equation A1)

Latent basis by
occasion

(Equation A2)

Linear � Latent
basisa

(Equation A3)

Linear basis by
age

(Equation A4)

Latent basis by
occasion

(Equation A2)

Linear
� Latent basisa

(Equation A5)

Model fit indices
�2 243.121 40.999� 18.44 40.999� 278.669�

Degrees of freedom 29 25 20 25 180
2 � Log Likelihood 28884.044 28681.922 28659.362 25510.938 25352.956 25124.986 28449.068

Free parameters 13 17 22 13 17 22 30
CFI .926 .994 1 .994 .96
TLI .929 .994 1 .994 .969
RMSEA .103 .030 0 .030 .063
AIC 28910 28715.9 28703.4 25536.9 25387 25168.99 28509.068
BIC 28969 28793 28803.2 25595.9 25464.1 25268.79 28645.168

Regression parameters
i on educ (�ei) 0.494� 0.528� 0.509� 0.276 0.528� 0.214 0.257
i on vocab (�vi) 0.194� 0.166� 0.169� 0.267� 0.166� 0.309� 0.269�

s on i (�is) 0.013 0.014 0.013 0.021� 0.019�

s on educ (�es) 0.010 0.016 0.020 0.009 0.01
s on vocab (�vs) 0.005 0.004 0.002 0.005 0.004
r on educ (�er) 0.142 0.129 0.142 0.002 0.043
r on vocab (�vr) 0.009 0.002 0.009 0.012 0.015
r on i (�ir) 0.228� 0.170� 0.228� 0.062 0.070�

vocab on educ (�ev) 1.675� 1.675� 1.675� 1.675� 1.675� 1.676� 1.698�

Basis coefficients
Y[BL] on s 0b 0b 0b ageBL,n 65b 0b ageBL,n 65b ageBL,g 65b

Y[PT] on s 0.23b 0b 0.2b ageBL,n 64.77b 0b ageBL,n 64.77b ageBL,g 64.77b

Y[1] on s 1.23b 0b 1.23b ageBL,n 63.77b 0b ageBL,n 63.77b ageBL,g 63.77b

Y[2] on s 2.23b 0b 2.23b ageBL,n 62.77b 0b ageBL,n 62.77b ageBL,g 62.77b

Y[3] on s 3.23b 0b 3.23b ageBL,n 61.77b 0b ageBL,n 61.77b ageBL,g 61.77b

Y[5] on s 5.23b 0b 5.23b ageBL,n 59.77b 0b ageBL,n 59.77b ageBL,g 59.77b

Y[BL] on r 0b 0b 0b 0b 0b 0b 0b

Y[PT] on r 0b 1b 1b 0b 1b 1b 1b

Y[1] on r 0b 0.944� 0.915� 0b 0.944� 1.218� 1.216�

Y[2] on r 0b 0.959� 0.897� 0b 0.959� 1.487� 1.482�

Y[3] on r 0b 0.940� 0.853� 0b 0.940� 1.776� 1.763�

Y[5] on r 0b 0.561� 0.358 0b 0.561� 1.800� 1.786�

Residual variances
speed residual

variance (�y
2) 24.795� 25.047� 23.228� 26.215� 25.051� 22.890� 22.959�

i residual variance (�i
2) 68.978� 56.735 57.609� 62.403 56.729 61.798� 59.613�

s residual variance (�s
2) 0.333� 0.421� 0.093 0.017 0.004

r residual variance (�r
2) 8.147� 5.013 8.160� 2.261� 2.360�

vocab residual
variance (�v

2) 73.285� 73.288� 73.286� 73.288� 73.280� 73.065�

Latent variable means
mean i (�i) 47.739� 45.810� 45.825� 51.703� 45.810� 53.006� 51.291�

mean s (�s� �is � �i) 0.140� 0.077 0.346� 0.802� 0.776�

mean r (�r� �ir � �i) 3.214� 3.196� 3.214� 3.216� 3.185�

Note. All parameters are unstandardized. Because age at testing varied considerably across individuals, all age-and-occasion-basis random effects growth
models were fit with the Random option of Mplus, which has a provision for individually varying times of observation. CFI � comparative fit index; TLI �
Tucker–Lewis index; RMSEA � root-mean-square error of approximation; AIC � Akaike information criterion; BIC � Bayesian information criterion;
i � latent growth curve intercept; s � maturational slope; r � retest component; educ � education; vocab � vocabulary; Y[BL] � baseline; Y[PT] �
12-week posttest; Y[1] � first annual; Y[2] � second annual; Y[3] � third annual; Y[5] � fifth annual; ageBL,n � age at first testing; ageBL,g �
approximate group age at first testing.
a Denotes the best-fitting model by nested model comparisons relative to the two previous models. b Indicates that a parameter was fixed.
� p � .05.
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